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A big gap-up open on Friday is indicative of return of Bulls grip on the market. Bulls will have a
tuff target to keep the Index above 17100 to sustain the momentum and continued interest in
buying. There are a few positive and pertinent observations.
 Cross over of the crucial level of 17200
 break-out of an irregular inverted Head and Shoulder. The height measured from 15860
and neckline 16860 implies a target of 1000 points from the neckline at 16910. The goal
is to attempt 17910
 Index back in to long term trend line
 Shorts have been squeezed out
For now, we can safely assume that the base has moved from 16600 to 16900.Above 17330
Index may face first hurdle around 17560 and subsequently at 17770 and could possibly reverse
from 17850.
Does this mean that all is well?

Now we are in to the fourth week of war and closer to a solution or a new crisis.
While the India VIX seem to come under control, it remains to be seen if this is just a pause for
next action. These are indications that no one has clarity on the probable directions in which the
conflict could lead. It’s going to be a complex Political Equations/Egos.
The negative side of the formation is that while the entire loss of Jan has been erased. However,
the candle does not give clear picture as to the reversal indication for a resumption of bull run.
Index expected to find support at 17030 and 17150. If for any reason this range is breached, we
may see quick move to 16850. BankNifty had a good break-out. Once it crosses 35600 the next
target would be 37280. On the downside 35800 need to hold. Any daily close below that would
drag the BankNifty to 34700. India VIX has crossed the critical zone and unless it cools below 20
we may safely conclude that there are difficult times ahead even if the war ends soon.
Expecting peace to prevail for growth to take roots.

USDINR
The pair attempted the crucial 77 levels and reversed from there. Down side also seems limited
till it closes below 75.10. On a braider picture the pair is expected to consolidate between 75 &
77. The day it crosses 77 there could be catastrophic effect. It appears that at least for now we
are in a safer zone.
Gold
Gold made dramatic U tern after attempting 2070 and close to the opening level of the month. For
now, it appears that 2000 could cap the upside and the weekly charts has confusing signals with
a target of 1700.
Crypto
Likely to have a roller coaster ride of one day up and the next day down move. Possibly more
uncertainties surround the crypto currencies.
Crude
Seem to have given a chance for buying around 95 levels. Expect to consolidate between 100130. Above 130 it would be an all-out war.
Stay safe
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